University of California, San Diego
Mathematics Club
and
Mathematics Department
Are proud to present our 6th
Alumni Career Seminar
October 26th, 2000
4:00-5:00pm
Applied Physics & Math 2402

The UCSD alumni below will be speaking about their educational and career background and their current employment. Come hear about the twists and turns our alumni have taken en route to their current exciting careers! The seminar also allows time for speakers to answer your questions.

Our speakers' varied career experiences include acoustic signal processing, two-way satellite messaging and positioning systems, software engineering, creating computer games, writing video editing software, creating computer based training, developing risk and fraud models for the credit industry, and singing opera!

Tony de Paolo
Vice President for Technology – Qualcomm
B.A. in Applied Mathematics - UCSD 1982
M.S. in Computer & Systems Engineering – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 1990

Jessie Asuncion
Senior Software Engineer – Applied Magic, Inc.
B.A. in Mathematics-Computer Science - UCSD 1988

Michael Mout
Senior Consultant - Fair, Isaac and Company
B.A. in Mathematics - UCSD 1970
M.S. in Statistics - University of Arkansas 1972